
I was very interested to read your request to your readers to report examples of pre-nationalisation 
artefacts still in railway use. 
 
As I am sure you are aware, the railway is the only industry in Britain to have its heritage statutorily 
protected, so your request is timely and helpful.  The statutory powers are exercised by the trustees 
of the Science Museum, acting on the advice of its Railway Heritage Designation Advisory Board, 
which I have the privilege to chair.  Our predecessor body, the Railway Heritage Committee, started 
the process to seek out and safeguard historic railway artefacts with a view to finding secure and 
permanent homes in accredited museums and on our many excellent heritage railways, once they 
are no longer required by today’s railway, and we have the responsibility to continue this important 
heritage work. 
 
Recent examples of items that have been recommended for designation have ranged from a 
Southern Railway station clock to a Class 142 Pacer unit. Currently we are in process of 
recommending for designation representative examples of the current Mk111 sleeper and HST 
fleets.  Our remit also covers railway records and archives – future historians will find these 
invaluable in researching events of significance in the railway’s development. 
 
Would your knowledgeable Steam World readers like to help us by sending us details and locations 
of artefacts that tell a significant story about our nation’s railway history be they clocks, furniture, 
mileposts, signals, signs and yes, even drain covers?  Our designation powers do not however stretch 
to buildings and structures, so please don’t write to us about threatened signal boxes (although we 
are most certainly interested in signalling equipment). 
 
Any artefacts should be items currently used by, or on the property of today’s National Rail, 
successor companies of the British Railways Board, Transport for London, and Ministry of Defence 
railways.  Any item found along the route of closed branch line no longer in railway ownership, or on 
a piece of now privately owned former railway land, or in the ownership of a heritage railway is 
outside our purview. 
 
Please email photographs and location details of artefacts to my colleague, Sarah Norville, secretary 
of the RHDAB.  Her email address is sarah.norville@nrm.org.uk. 
 
Once we have evaluated the items we will publish details of those recommended for designation. 
 Sometimes though we choose not to publish details of the exact location of certain artefacts in 
order to deter potential “trophy hunters”. 
 
So there we are over to you! 
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